ROSWELL NORTH ELEMENTARY

P.B.I.S.

POSITIVE BEHAVIOR INTERVENTIONS AND SUPPORT

HELPING OUR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS BE THEIR VERY BEST EVERY DAY!

Bears are
Respectful

Bears are
Ready

Bears are
Responsible
What is P.B.I.S.?
A schoolwide evidence-based framework that helps RNE increase teaching and learning for all students. It's a preventative and proactive system of addressing discipline problems by increasing positive behaviors through the use of consistent and fair recognition and rewards.

Why P.B.I.S.?
To create a positive school climate where students feel safe, respected, engaged, and involved in school life. This includes clearly defined behavioral expectations across ALL classrooms, grade levels, and school environments.

Recognition and Rewards
- Daily Dojo Points
- Classroom incentives
- School-wide Dojo Points competition
- Monthly Superbear Award

P.B.I.S. creates a shared vision among students, teachers and families at RNE.
SOMETHING BIG IS COMING TO RNE'S P.B.I.S. PROGRAM

Are you READY for the biggest competition ever?

More details to come at Curriculum Night